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Plant Your Seed.
Grow Your Career.
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Supplying the World with
the Best of Canadian Agriculture

Joining BrettYoung
We’ve been growing the Canadian seed and agriculture
industry for over 80 years.
When BrettYoung began in 1934, our focus was to solve the
problems of the modern farmer. That tradition continues
today, helping our customers grow the best crops worldwide.
Focused on the belief that community success is our success,
we stay true to our humble roots. We’re still 100% familyowned, with operations throughout the Prairies.
As we continue to adapt to changing weather and
market conditions, we know that solutions can
come from anywhere.

Your voice matters at BrettYoung.
You are the future of Canadian agriculture.

Working With Us
We’re passionate about agriculture like we are about hockey.
Not a coincidence they’re both original Canadian exports.
Focused on integrity and ethical operations, a career at
BrettYoung means you will be a partner in fuelling innovation.
Whether you become our next marketer, researcher or futureCEO, we’ll help you grow in every way.

Find Your Seed - Our Markets
As needs sprout in the seed and agriculture industry,
we continue to research new ways to solve
emerging problems.

Wholesale Forage & Turf Seed
What may sound like your old-man’s tale, in 1934, we began
BrettYoung by hand-harvesting wild grass from roadsides and
fields.
Over 80 years later, we now offer an expansive forage and
seed catalogue, with exports throughout North America, China
and Europe. This division also focuses on studying weather
and market patterns.

Professional Turf & Reclamation
We see fields for what they can become. Whether it is a golf
course, soccer field or yard, we know this is where friends,
foes and families gather. We research cutting-edge technology
that best cater to changing weather conditions and usage.

Seed & Crop Inputs
Increasing crop yield; battling catastrophic crop diseases;
feeding families all over the world — a day’s work at
BrettYoung. Even if we find ourselves in a dry growing
season, or a wetter one, we make sure crops can thrive in any
circumstance.

Contract Seed Production
We believe in the power of relationships. By connecting
personally with seed producers, we help them generate stable
profits alongside their traditional crops.
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Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
At BrettYoung, we believe in creating a better tomorrow
through the business practices of today. This can be seen
in our staffing, partners and livable wages.
By working to create an inclusive environment, we’ve
firmly planted the future of BrettYoung in equality and
social change. We lead by example through not just our
words but also our actions.
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